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About This Game

What is Blanco?

"Blanco" is a cute 3D Platormer based on voxel graphics.
Collect all the gems you can carry, and use them to your advantage on your journey!

Who is Blanco?

Blanco is a curious little cube creature with a want for adventure.
Use his large set of moves and jumps to make your away across many diverse worlds!

What is Blanco trying to find?

Blanco's species are all born with no color of their own, so once they come of age, they embark on a quest to find it...
How will you get it? That's for you to decide!
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Title: Blanco: The Color of Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
51Pegasi Studios
Publisher:
51Pegasi Studios
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (or higher)

Processor: Intel i3 series processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX-570 2GB

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 Gamepad recommended

English
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blanco the color of adventure

This is going to be a great game, but please do not preorder everyone. Make them finish it first.

That said this teaser is pretty polished already. Very excited.. This game is just plain fun. Played a few times back in the day,
when I saw it on steam I wanted to play it again so I picked it up. Weapons are ok although the selection is limited and the
machine guns are not accurate at all. Vehicles are great except the helicopter is hard for me to fly. Drones are really fun, the
helicopter drone is the best and slightly overpowered. All objectives must be completed by you, and the AI doesn't seem to kill
anyone ever, which means more work/fun for you.

Definitely pick this game up, it is on sale all the time, including today as I type this.
. No where near ready for play. Wait on this title. The only survival to this game is from the boredom.. Took me about 45
minutes and I used one hint.
\u00a34 for 45 minutes of entertainment.

The game is reasonably well made, although interaction with some items was difficult or unintuitive.

Not worth a replay once complete but you can challenge mates to beat your time I guess.. TLDR: Highly feature-rich idler that
can hold its own keeping you at your keyboard as much, if not more than AFK idle-mode.

There's a surpising amount of things to do, quest for, and micro-manage to keep a player involved in this game. So much so that
the asking price is a bargain.

There's dozens of unique adventurer types to recruit and collect, as well as villagers. You also need to build up the town, and
mass craft items from discovered recipes to sell in order to make money...all the while hoping that a useable legendary item will
be produced.

Lots of character customization from enhanceable active and passive traits. Diablo-style randomized stats on gear. Socketable
gems to further enhance gear and player abilities. Refundable experience points for when you replace lower grade adventurer
types with more powerful versions.

A lot of thought went into this game. it's not a simple cash-grab. It truly is an adventure RPG that tries to toss in all the bells and
whistles in a well-designed cohesive playing experience at a price that is a bargain in itself.

Highly recommended. You'll definitely get way more than your money's worth with this title.
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I ususally don't go out of my way to purchase a soundtrack for a video game, becuase I can usually listen to them on YouTube,
but two games are an exception to this: Undertale and 20XX. There's something so kickass about this entire soundtrack and I
just can't get over it. Favorite tune is 20XX.. cute clothes.. I think it is a good game for playing with your friends,beacuse it is
barely easy.
What's more ,the achievement 'naushty' cont be done.. You become a furry because 2 girls from another dimention gave you a
cat.

It's the main story.
nice
edit: 10\/10. NOT OPEN WORLD, store page makes it look like some great open world but its just a arena pvp game EDIT:
Sorry about being so harsh about it, right now this game is a arena shooter but will become a open world. This game looks really
cool and will hopefuly become great game. BTW thanks for the admin riad55 for explaining what the team is working on.
Intresting story line and an a decent fps. Definatly worth a try if this is your genre.
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